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Wedding Cake Crumble
For the Fairy Tale Cupcake crew, wedding bells turn to death knells in this latest
mystery in the New York Times bestselling series. With Angie and Tate's wedding
just around the corner, it's a happy time for Melanie Cooper and the bakery crew.
Not only are they finessing the last minute details of the big day, but their bakery,
Fairy Tale Cupcakes, has just been hired to bake cupcakes for the blockbuster book
signing of a controversial author who wrote a steamy bestseller filled with juicy
local gossip. But one by one, the people Angie has hired to work at the wedding
begin turning up dead. As the body count rises, the bestselling author is the next
to bite the dust. Mel quickly realizes she needs to figure out how the murders are
connected and why--before the killer brings the entire cupcake crew crumbling
down. After all, Angie and Tate deserve their sweet happily ever after. INCLUDES
SCRUMPTIOUS RECIPES!

Wicked Craving
In the twelfth Cupcake Bakery Mystery from New York Times bestselling author
Jenn McKinlay, the Fairy Tale Cupcake crew follows the clever crumb trail of a killer
who's anything but cookie-cutter. Life is all sugar and spice for the Fairy Tale
Cupcake bakers--Melanie Cooper is engaged to the delectable Joe DeLaura, Angie
Harper and her husband Tate are savoring married life, and the bakery is bustling
with happy customers. Until one of their most valued cupcake connoisseurs ends
up dead. Local glass artist and cupcake lover Rene Fischer-Klein has always
suffered from a wide variety of health issues. In an effort to cheer her up, her
doting husband, Peter, brings her a four-pack of her favorite cupcakes every week.
But when the police discover that Rene has been poisoned, there's no sugarcoating
the fact that the last things she ate were the bakery's signature pumpkin spice
cupcakes! With their lives and bakery at stake, it's up to Mel and Angie to find out
who poisoned their artist friend and why, before their future is frosted for good.

Stirring Up Strife
Twelve Thanksgiving poems capture the origins and traditions of this special day,
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featuring delectable descriptions of many of the holiday's most favorite dishes.

Due or Die
Library director Lindsey Norris must solve a murder in her cozy Connecticut
hometown before anyone else is checked out for good in this Library Lover’s
mystery. Carrie Rushton, the president of the Friends of the Library, has been
accused of murdering her husband. The evidence is stacking up against Carrie, but
neither Lindsey nor the Briar Creek crafternoon club is buying it. When a nor'easter
buries the small coastal town, the police are too busy digging out the locals to
investigate the murder. With the help of her crafternoon friends and an abandoned
puppy they name Heathcliff, Lindsey has to solve the question of who murdered
Mr. Rushton before the killer closes the book on Carrie

Crewel World
The first in a tantalizing series, "A Slice of Murder" focuses on two sisterswho run a
local pizza parlor--and have a tasty sideline in solving mysteries.304 pp.

Red Velvet Revenge
Melanie Cooper and Angie DeLaura's Fairy Tale Cupcakes bakery is gearing up for
Valentine's Day. Unfortunately someone has iced Baxter Malloy on his first date
with Mel's mother. Now Mom's a suspect, and Mel and Angie need to find time
around frosting to dig into the man's shady past and discover who served him his
just desserts.

Murder Is Binding
A new Cupcake Bakery Mystery from New York Times bestselling author Jenn
McKinlay is icing on the cupcake! After a cupcake-flinging fiasco at a photo shoot
for a local magazine, Melanie Cooper and Angie DeLaura agree to make amends by
hosting a weeklong corporate boot camp at Fairy Tale Cupcakes. The idea is the
brainchild of billionaire Ian Hannigan, new owner of SWS (Southwest Style), a
lifestyle magazine that chronicles the lives of Scottsdale’s rich and famous. He’s
assigned his staff to a team-building week of making cupcakes for charity. It’s clear
that the staff would rather be doing just about anything other than frosting baked
goods. But when the magazine’s creative director is found murdered outside the
bakery, Mel and Angie have a new team-building exercise—find the killer before
their business goes AWOL. INCLUDES SCRUMPTIOUS RECIPES

Fudge Cupcake Murder
As the New York Times bestselling series continues, it's going to take every recipe
the Fairy Tale Cupcake crew has to whip up a quick defense for Mel Cooper when
her high school reunion goes from a cake walk to a car wreck Melanie Cooper has
zero interest in catering her fifteen-year high school reunion, but Angie insists it's
only right that they bask in the success of Fairy Tale Cupcakes--and Mel's
engagement to the delicious Joe DeLaura is the cherry on top! Everything is going
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better than expected until Cassidy Havers, resident mean girl and Mel's high
school nemesis, picks a fight. No longer willing to put up with Cassidy's bullying,
Mel is ready to tell the former homecoming queen to shut her piehole and call it a
night. But as Mel and Joe prepare to depart, Cassidy is found dead in the girl's
bathroom, next to a note written in lipstick that points right to Mel--making her the
prime suspect. Now, Mel must follow the clues to find the real killer and keep her
reputation from being frosted for a crime she didn't commit.

Second Grave on the Left
The snow is deep in Maine’s Busman’s Harbor and the mighty rivers are covered in
ice. Snowden Family Clambake Company proprietor Julia Snowden and her mother,
Jacqueline, are hunkered down for the winter when a mysterious package
arrives—heating up February with an unexpected case of murder . . . Inside the
mystery package is an enormous black diamond necklace that once belonged to
Julia’s great-grandmother and disappeared in the 1920s. Who could have sent
it—and why? Julia’s search for clues takes her on a perilous journey through her
mother’s troubled family history, from a squabble over the family fortune in
“frozen water” to the recent unexplained death of Jacqueline’s long-lost cousin
Hugh—who’d been missing and presumed drowned for more than forty years. To
protect her mother’s inheritance, Julia must fend off a small army of feuding
relatives, solve the mystery surrounding Hugh’s demise, and get back home before
the next blizzard buries them all . . . Praise for Musseled Out “This cozy series
continues to stand out with its exceptional plotting, intriguing storylines, and
authentic detailing of the lobstering life.” —RT Book Reviews

Dark Chocolate Demise
Food and cocktails columnist Hayley Powell is off on a girls’ getaway with her two
best friends. But soon they’ll have to get away from a killer The quaint fishing
village of Salmon Cove, Maine, seems like the ideal location for a girls’ weekend
with Hayley’s gal pals, Liddy and Mona. Liddy’s on the rebound from a breakup, but
when she meets a handsome tourist, it looks like a little romance might liven
things up. Unfortunately, Liddy’s new sweetheart is found dead on the beach the
next morning at the town’s Lobster Bake, next to an overturned cooking pot. The
liberated lobsters may be scrambling back to the sea, but Hayley’s not about to let
a murderer escape so easily. To crack the case, she’ll need to blow the lid off some
serious undercover activity—or risk becoming ensnared in a killer’s trap Includes
seven delectable recipes from Hayley’s kitchen! Praise for Death of a Bacon
Heiress “[A] fun mystery that will have readers enraptured.” —Kings River Life
magazine

Pumpkin Spice Peril
Someone resorts to murder and mayhem in the first mystery in the New York
Times bestselling Book Retreat series Tucked away in the rolling hills of rural
western Virginia is the storybook resort of Storyton Hall, catering to book lovers
who want to get away from it all. To increase her number of bookings, resort
manager Jane Steward has decided to host a Murder and Mayhem week so that
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fans of the mystery genre can gather together for some role-playing and fantasy
crime solving. But when the winner of the scavenger hunt, Felix Hampden, is found
dead in the Mystery Suite, and the valuable book he won as his prize is missing,
Jane realizes one of her guests is an actual murderer. Amid a resort full of fake
detectives, Jane is bound and determined to find a real-life killer. There’s no room
for error as Jane tries to unlock this mystery before another vacancy opens up…

The Pickled Piper
WELCOME TO THE HOPE STREET CHURCH…where good folks study The Good Book,
but everyone loves a good mystery! Cooper Lee can repair a copy machine—but
can she repair her life? That’s one of the many Big Questions that lead this newly
single Richmond girl to Sunrise Bible Study at the Hope Street Church. Cooper
hasn’t attended church in ages, but after getting dumped by her long-time
boyfriend—and moving in with her family—she could use some new friends, and a
new outlook on life. Happily, the members of the Bible group are anything but
cookie-cutter, which suits Cooper just fine. There’s a blind folk artist, a playboy
meteorologist, an investment banker with a sweet tooth, an ambitious realtor, and
a cute shy web designer who just might be “the one” for Cooper. But the member
of Hope Street Church who invited Cooper to join this motley crew—an office
worker who got her wedding ring stuck in a copier—is something else altogether:
She’s dead And her husband is suspected of murder! The Sunrise gang jumps into
action, vowing to solve this unholy mess—with God’s guidance—and Cooper’s
snooping… Includes heavenly recipes from Mrs. Lee’s kitchen!

An Ice Cold Grave
Sugar and spice and murderous vice. That’s what pageants are made of…
Normally Melanie Cooper and Angie DeLaura wouldn’t be caught dead at a beauty
pageant, but when Mel’s mom asks them to provide cupcakes for the seventy-fifth
annual Sweet Tiara contest as a favor for her best friend, they can’t say no. Plus,
between cooking up a daily display for the three-day event and sponsoring a
cupcake creation challenge for the participants, Fairy Tale Cupcakes will get great
publicity. But the world of pageants is even hotter than Mel’s kitchen. A highstrung judge and a pushy stage mom target Lupe, a young friend of Mel and
Angie’s, at the competition and aim to take her out—by any means necessary.
When the same judge shows up dead underneath Mel and Angie’s cupcake display,
Lupe is crowned the lead suspect. Now Mel and Angie will have to find the real
killer quickly or Lupe may be strutting the catwalk in prison pinstripes…

Murder in the Mystery Suite
The streets of Stoneham, New Hampsire are lined with bookstoresand paved with
murder. When she moved to Stoneham, city slicker Tricia Miles met nothing but
friendly faces. And when she opened her mystery bookstore, she met friendly
competition. But when she finds Doris Gleason dead in her own cookbook store,
killed by a carving knife, the atmosphere seems more cutthroat than cordial.
Someone wanted to get their hands on the rare cookbook that Doris had recently
purchased-and the locals think that someone is Tricia. To clear her name, Tricia will
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have to take a page out of one of her own mysteries-and hunt down someone who
isn't killing by the book.

Going, Going, Ganache
When the Briar Creek Community Theater mounts its newest Shakespeare
production, "Midsummer Night's Dream," library director Lindsey Norris gets
involved when one of the cast is poisoned.

Sprinkles of Suspicion
Melanie and Angie are determined to win the Challenge to the Chef to promote
their Fairy Tale Cupcakes bakery. Mel's mentor from culinary school, Vic Mazzotta,
may be one of the judges, but Mel and Angie will have to win fair and square. But,
when Vic's dead body is found inside a freezer truck, Mel and Angie will need to
use their best judgment to find the cold-blooded killer or they may lose more than
the contest- they may lose their lives.

Death by the Dozen
The voices of the dead become inescapable clues for lightning-struck sleuth Harper
Connelly in this “winning series” (Booklist) of murder—and beyond—from #1 New
York Times bestselling author Charlaine Harris… Harper Connelly heads to
Doraville, North Carolina to find a missing boy—one of several teenage boys who
have disappeared over the last five years. And all of them are calling for Harper.
She finds them, buried in the frozen ground. All she wants is to get out of town
before she’s caught in the media storm—until she herself is attacked and becomes
part of the investigation. Soon Harper will learn more than she cared to about the
dark mysteries and long-hidden secrets of Doraville—knowledge of the dead that
makes her next in line to end up in an ice-cold grave

Chocolate Chip Cookie Murder
Distraught after discovering the betrayal by her husband and best friend, Tori,
cupcake caterer Emory Martinez allows her temper to flare. Several people witness
her very public altercation with her ex-friend. To make matters worse, Tori exacts
her revenge by posting a fake photo of Emory in a compromising situation, which
goes viral on social media. When Tori is found murdered, all signs point to Emory
being the prime suspect.With the police investigation focused on gathering
evidence to convict her, Emory must prove her innocence while whipping up
batches of cupcakes and buttercream. Delving into the past of her murdered exfriend, she finds other people had reasons to want Tori dead, including Emory's
own husband. Can she find the killer, or will the clues sprinkled around the
investigation point the police back to her?

Sprinkle with Murder
THE NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING LIBRARY LOVER'S MYSTERY FROM THE
AUTHOR OF DUE OR DIE “Avast” in pirate speak means what?* Answering tricky
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reference questions like this one provides plenty of excitement for library director
Lindsey Norris. But when a shocking murder is committed in her cozy coastal town
of Briar Creek, Connecticut, the question of who did it must be answered before an
innocent man gets the book thrown at him Lindsey is enjoying her second year in
Briar Creek as the library director, meeting with the crafternoon club, and happily
dating tour boat captain Mike Sullivan. But when a salvage company arrives in
town to dig up treasure buried on Pirate Island over three hundred years ago, the
locals are torn between protecting the island and welcoming the publicity. In spite
of the squabbling, Charlie Peyton, Lindsey’s downstairs neighbor, takes a job with
the salvage company. But when Trudi Hargrave, the local tourism director who
hired the company, is found murdered at the excavation site, Charlie becomes the
chief suspect. To help him, Lindsey must do some digging of her own before the
real killer buries the truth for good… *stop

Word to the Wise
When Betsy's sister is murdered in her own needlecraft store, Betsy takes over the
shop and the investigation.But to find the murderer, she'll have to put together a
list of motives and suspects to figure out this killer's pattern of crimeIncludes a
beautiful embroidery pattern!

Sugar and Iced
DISCOVER THE DELICIOUS MYSTERY THAT STARTED IT ALL! No one cooks up a
delectable, suspense-filled mystery quite like Hannah Swensen, Joanne Fluke’s
dessert-baking, red-haired heroine whose gingersnaps are as tart as her
comebacks, and whose penchant for solving crimes—one delicious clue at a
time—has made her a bestselling favorite. And it all began on these pages, with a
bakery, a murder, and some suddenly scandalous chocolate-chip crunchies.
Featuring a bonus short story and brand new, mouthwatering recipes, this new
edition of the very first Hannah Swensen mystery is sure to have readers coming
back for seconds… Hannah already has her hands full trying to dodge her mother’s
attempts to marry her off while running The Cookie Jar, Lake Eden’s most popular
bakery. But once Ron LaSalle, the beloved delivery man from the Cozy Cow Dairy,
is found murdered behind her bakery with Hannah’s famous Chocolate Chip
Crunchies scattered around him, her life just can’t get any worse. Determined not
to let her cookies get a bad reputation, she sets out to track down a killer. But if
she doesn’t watch her back, Hannah’s sweet life may get burned to a crisp.
Includes bonus short story and extra recipes! “A cleverly plotted cozy full of
appealing characters and delicious cookie recipes.” —Publishers Weekly

Caramel Crush
Melanie Cooper and Angie DeLaura are finally living out their dream as the proud
owners of the Fairy Tale Cupcakes bakery. But their first big client is a nightmare.
She's a bridezilla who wants 500 custom cupcakes for her wedding. When Mel
stumbles upon the bride-to-be dead-by-cupcake, she becomes the prime suspect.
To save themselves and their business, the ladies need to find the real murderer,
before the cupcake killer ices someone else.
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Death of a Wedding Cake Baker
Recent MBA grad Bronwyn Crewse has just taken over her family s ice cream shop
in Chagrin Falls, Ohio. Wyn is renovating Crewse Creamery to restore its former
glory, and filling the menu with delicious, homemade ice cream flavours. But
unexpected construction delays mean she misses the summer season, and the
shop has a literal cold opening. That evening, Wyn finds a body in the snow, and it
turns out the dead man was a grifter with an old feud with the Crewse family.
Soon, Wyn s father is implicated in his death. Will she catch the ice cold killer
before she has a meltdown

Vanilla Beaned
After discovering her hidden talent for enchantment, Ella Mae opens the Charmed
Pie Shoppe, but her dream is short-lived when the fiancé of her nemesis, Loralyn
Gaynor, is found murdered with Ella Mae's rolling pin. Original. 40,000 first
printing.

Read it and Weep
Wisecracking pen-for-hire Jaine Austen is back--and she's about to discover that
working on the set of a Hollywood sitcom is no laughing matter. . . Jaine still hasn't
found a good man--or a way to keep all those sugary snacks from going straight to
her hips. But--with a little help from her best friend Kandi--she's finally landed a gig
as a sitcom writer! True, Muffy 'n Me (aka "Bewitched with Tits") isn't going to win
any Emmys. And her office at Miracle Studios needs a little sprucing up, and a few
dozen rat traps. But it sure beats writing boring brochures and bad resumes, so
Jaine's not complaining. Until the plot thickens--with murder. . . Jaine figures the
trouble all started when Muffy 'n Me's hottest star, gorgeous Quinn Kirkland,
seduced the head writer--whose husband also works on the show. But when
Quinn's caught in bed with the barely-legal actress who plays his niece, things
really heat up--and his many jealous girlfriends start to figure things out. . . So
when the no-good heartthrob drops dead after nibbling a poisoned doughnut, Jaine
isn't terribly surprised. But who could have done it? A competitive co-star and a
couple of scorned lovers top Jaine's list of suspects, but the police have zeroed in
on her man-crazy pal Kandi. She fell hard for Quinn--and nearly fell apart when she
learned of all his other women. Now Jaine has to figure out who finally stopped
Quinn's cheatin' heart--before her best friend ends up behind bars. . .

Pies before Guys
As if baking holiday cookies, knitting a sweater for her husband’s gift, and making
her daughter’s angel costume for the church pageant weren’t enough things for
Lucy Stone’s busy Christmas schedule, she’s also working nights at the famous
mail-order company Country Cousins. But when she discovers Sam Miller, its very
wealthy founder, dead in his car from an apparent suicide, the sleuth in her knows
something just doesn’t smell right. Taking time out from her hectic holiday life to
find out what really happened, her investigation leads to a backlog of secrets as
long as Santa’s Christmas Eve route. Lucy is convinced that someone murdered
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Sam Miller. But who and why? With each harrowing twist she uncovers in this
bizarre case, another shocking revelation is exposed. Now, as Christmas draws
near and Lucy gets dangerously closer to the truth, she’s about to receive a
present from Santa she didn’t ask for—a killer who won’t be satisfied until
everyone on his shopping list is dead, including Lucy herself . . . “Meier continues
to exploit the charm factor in her small-town setting, while keeping the murder
plots as realistic as possible in such a cozy world.” —Booklist

Wedding Cake Murder
For Matron of Honor Hayley Powell, catching a half-baked poisoner before her
friend's wedding will be icing on the cake . . . Liddy Crawford, best friend of food
and cocktails columnist Hayley Powell, is getting married. The wedding is the talk
of the town in Bar Harbor, Maine, including snide gossip about the age gap
between the bride and her groom, local lawyer Sonny Lipton. But the cruelty of the
comments is nothing compared to the nasty wedding cake baker, Liddy's
quarrelsome cousin Lisa. So when the belligerent baker is found facedown in a
three-tier cake, the victim of a poisoned slice, there are more suspects in town
than names on the guest list. With Sonny getting cold feet, Liddy getting hot under
the frilly collar of her wedding gown, and a killer possibly crashing the ceremony,
Hayley vows to solve the crime before her best friend walks down the aisle . . .
Includes seven delectable recipes from Hayley’s kitchen!

Killer Cupcakes
Savannah Reid may have a few extra curves on her full-figured body, but that
hasn't stopped her from becoming one of California's most successful private
investigators. Her latest case puts her hot on the trail of a shady weight loss
therapist who's made a killing treating--and cheating--his overweight patients. The
question is, did he kill his wife, too? Pound for pound, this is shaping up to be one
of Savannah's toughest cases ever. But she'd better find the killer soon. . .or else
the bodies will just keep piling up. . . "Solid. . . Savannah's wit about food and
healthy weight continues to sparkle."--Publishers Weekly "Enjoyable. . . A nice mix
of cozy relationships and mystery."--Booklist

Death of a Lobster Lover
It's no-holds-barred murder Lindsey Norris is finally getting married to the man of
her dreams--but it's not all roses for Briar Creek's beloved library director, as town
newcomer Aaron Grady gives the term "book lover" a whole new meaning.
Inappropriate looks and unwelcome late-night visits to Lindsey's house have
everyone from the crafternooners to Lindsey's fiancé, Sully, on edge. When Grady's
dead body is found outside the library and all the clues point to Sully, Lindsey
knows it's up to her to find the real culprit and clear Sully's name. But becoming a
thorn in the killer's side is not without its consequences, and the closer Lindsey
gets to the truth, the more determined the murderer is to make her just a footnote.

Dying for Chocolate
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Bakery owner Hannah Swensen just can’t keep her hands out of the batter when
murder stirs things up in Lake Eden, Minnesota, leaving the sheriff dead, a deputy
accused, and a killer on the loose . . . For Hannah, life seems to be lacking a
certain flavor lately. Maybe it’s the local sheriff’s election that’s got her down. For
years, Sheriff Grant’s been the iron hand in town. But now, Hannah’s brother-inlaw, Bill, is giving the old blowhard the fight of his long, dubious career—and
Grant’s not taking it well, especially once the polls show Bill pulling ahead. But
before anyone can taste victory, Hannah makes a very unappetizing discovery:
Sheriff Grant’s body in the dumpster behind the high school where she’s teaching
her cooking class. Worse, the poor man still has fudge frosting on his shirt from
one of her cupcakes. The number one—and only—suspect is Bill, but Hannah’s not
swallowing it. Plenty of people had reason to hate Sheriff Grant. Soon, Hannah’s
dishing up scandalous secrets, steaming hot betrayals, and enough intrigue to
keep the gossip mill at The Cookie Jar going through several pots of decaf. And the
closer Hannah gets to the truth, the closer she gets to smoking out a murderer
with a very nasty recipe for silencing people . . . INCLUDES TEN ORIGINAL DESSERT
RECIPES FOR YOU TO TRY! “For fans of culinary mysteries.”—Library Journal
“Scrumptious.”—Publishers Weekly

It's Thanksgiving!
Val’s crime-solving club digs into a piping hot new case! A poetry slam at a bakery?
Why not! Even though Pie Town proprietor Val Harris would rather be spending
time with her newfound half-brother, she knows her employee Abril is beyond
excited to be hosting the event. Especially since it stars the apple pie of Abril’s
eye, poet and professor Michael Starke. But the evening ends on a sour note when
Professor Starke is found murdered mere moments after being accused of
plagiarism. Just like that, Pie Town is at the center of another criminal inquiry. At
Abril’s request—and much to Detective Carmichael’s consternation—Val and
Charlene decide to investigate Starke’s death. But the case is as tough as an
overworked crust and the Baker Street Bakers are only coming up with scraps. If
they don’t pinch the cultured killer soon, Pie Town’s reputation could crumble.

Iced Under
"Includes scrumptious recipes" -- page [4] of cover.

Buttercream Bump Off
Fleeing an abusive ex, caterer Goldy Bear moves herself, her son, and her business
to the Aspen Meadow Country Club area, where she becomes enmeshed in a
murder mystery involving a handsome local shrink. Reissue.

Book, Line, and Sinker
The New York Times bestselling Cupcake Bakery Mysteries bake up sweet
surprises, but as the series continues, Mel and Angie are in for a fresh batch of
trouble… Scottsdale, Arizona, may not be the liveliest place on earth, but it’s never
been as dead as this. Hundreds of fans have gathered together for the first annual
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Old Town Zombie Walk, and Mel, Angie, and the Fairy Tale Cupcake crew are
donning their best undead attire to sell some horror-themed desserts to the hungry
hordes. But the fun turns to fright when Mel finds a real dead body in a prop casket
outside of the bakery’s truck—and the corpse looks alarmingly like a zombie of
their own. Knowing that Joe, Angie’s brother and Mel’s former flame, has been
working on a dangerous mob case, Mel worries that the murder is a hit gone wrong
and that someone near and dear was the real target. To keep any of her friends
from winding up six feet under, Mel will do whatever it takes to find a killer—no
matter how scary things get INCLUDES RECIPES

Dying for Devil's Food
When a breakup via cupcake threatens to crumble their friend's life for good, Mel
and Angie race to solve the murder as this New York Times bestselling series
continues Love is in the air at Fairy Tale Cupcakes as Angie prepares for her
wedding, but co-owner, Mel, is preparing for a breakup. Her old friend, Diane
Earnest, is dumping her fiancé after discovering he’s only marrying her for her
money. She wants Mel to personally deliver a batch of caramel breakup cupcakes
to the louse and give her a play-by-play of his reaction. When Mel finally tracks the
man down, the look on his face isn’t the reaction she was expecting: he’s dead.
After the police arrive and see the incriminating cupcakes, Diane becomes their
prime suspect. If she hopes to taste freedom again, Mel and Angie must make sure
the real killer gets their just desserts INCLUDES SCRUMPTIOUS RECIPES From the
Paperback edition.

Last Writes
Hannah is marrying Ross Barton, her college crush, but not before she can solve
the murder case of nasty celebrity chef Alain Duquesne found stabbed to death in
the Lake Eden Inn's walk-in cooler.

Pies and Prejudice
To boost business, Fairy Tale Cupcakes owners Melanie Cooper and Angie DeLaura
decide to sell cupcakes at the annual Juniper Pass rodeo, but their attempt to save
their business turns into a fight for survival when a murderer with a sweet tooth
strikes. Original. 45,000 first printing.

A Deadly Inside Scoop
Awakened in the middle of the night by a friend who has been texted by a missing
woman, Charley discovers clues linking the disappearance to the murder of a
woman two weeks earlier, a situation that is complicated by the handsome son of
Satan's efforts to protect Charley from demons. Reprint.

Mistletoe Murder
Things are going great for Lexy Baker. She's finally opened her dream bakery,
gotten rid of her cheating boyfriend and settled into her grandmothers house with
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her perky dog Sprinkles at her side. But her blissful life doesn't last long. When her
ex boyfriend is found poisoned with cupcakes from her bakery, Lexy finds herself in
the middle of a murder investigation headed up by her hunky neighbor detective
Jack Perillo. With the help of a gang of iPad toting, would-be detective
grandmothers, Lexy decides to take it upon herself to find the real murderer in
order to clear her name and get her bakery back in business. As things heat up on
the murder trail, in the kitchen and between Lexy and the hunky detective, it's a
race against time to put the real murderer behind bars and get back to baking. Will
Lexy get her man? >> Includes the recipe for Lexy's famous cupcake tops! (This is
book 1 in the Lexy Baker Cozy Mystery Series, but you don't have to read them in
order if you don't want too!)

A Slice of Murder
FIRST IN A NEW SERIES! After her dreams of romance are crushed, Piper Lamb
decides to pursue her dream of opening her own shop of pickles and preserves,
called Piper’s Picklings, in the idyllic small town of Cloverdale. But she isn’t in town
long before she encounters a barrelful of trouble… The Cloverdale fair offers Piper
a sweet opportunity to promote her business. With her new assistant, Amy, she
sets up a booth centered around an eye-catching display of the ever-popular dills
in an old-fashioned barrel of brine. But things soon turn sour when fairgoers
witness a fight between Amy’s boyfriend, Nate, and town council blowhard—and
bagpipe player—Alan Rosemont. When Rosemont is found floating in Piper’s barrel,
Nate becomes the prime murder suspect. With Amy’s boyfriend in a pretty pickle,
there’s no time to dillydally. But as Piper searches for the real killer, she needs to
be careful to preserve her own life…or she may end up a pickled Piper herself.
INCLUDES RECIPES
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